
Inside Mirosoft Networkingall the dirt on the SMB protoolAndrew TridgellE-mail: tridge�samba.orgJune 10, 1999AbstratThe SMB protool has a long and tortuous history whih is unfortunately reeted in thestruture of the protool. In this talk I'll desribe the internals of this protool, whih is now usedas the entral pillar of millions of networks worldwide.1 IntrodutionThe SMB protool is now one of the entral pillars of loal area networks worldwide. As the default�le sharing and printing protool for all Mirosoft OSes it is hard to turn on a sni�er without beinghit by barrages of SMB pakets. Despite this, many system administrators know very little about howSMB works. This makes their job of �xing problems muh harder.2 The anatomy of SMBThe SMB protool is rih protool with many strange extensions and onventions. It is transport in-dependent, with implementations existing for a wide range of ommon transports inluding NETBeui,IPX, DECNet and TCP/IP. I'll onentrate on the TCP/IP implementation beause that is what Iknow best and it ertainly dominates new installations of SMB.SMB over TCP/IP works on 3 di�erent ports. Stritly speaking muh of the traÆ on the �rsttwo ports isn't alled SMB, it is more properly alled NBT (Netbios over TCP/IP) but I hope you'llforgive me if I refer to the lot as SMB oasionally. They are all so intertwined that it really doesn'tmatter very muh.3 NBT on UDP/137The �rst port is UDP/137. You an �nd a fairly good desription of what happens on that port inRFC1001 but basially it is the name resolution port. Computers send name queries on this portand get replies from the owner of the name or from a system setup as a entralized name server.Name \laiming" is also done on this port. That fat that NBT has name laiming at all immediatelydi�erentiates it from traditional Unix networking protools. By default no omputer owns any nameson the network and a omputer, when swithed on, must go through the laborious proess of stakingits laim in the netbios world by sending out name laim messages and seeing if any other omputerdisputes the name.The seurity onsious among you will immediately see all sorts of nasty possibilities with a nameresolution system of this sort, but really it isn't too bad. On a LAN it is no worse than the addressresolution protool (ARP) that ethernet LANs use and on a WAN you an blok any nasty nameresolution datagrams from oming in by bloking UDP/137. There are some onsequenes to this due1



to some amazingly silly haks Mirosoft have put into the protool over the years but on the wholebloking UDP/137 from external networks is a very good idea. Those of you oming to the tutorialmight like to ask about some of the silly things that are a�eted by bloking UDP/137, I don't reallyhave room to desribe them here.Anyway, bak to UDP/137. The two big things you need to know about name resolution in NBTis that it is a laim/defend system (and thus has a dynami naming system) and that it an eitheroperate as a broadast based system or as a point-to-point \big entral server" system. The formershould be fairly obvious and is like ARP. The latter is alled WINS and is rather similar to DNSexept that names are dynami.4 WINSThe similarity with DNS isn't just osmeti. It may surprise you to know that DNS and WINS (andbroadast based NBT for that matter) atually have the same paket format! The idea (as desribedin RFC1001/1002) was that NBT would eventually be folded in with DNS in servers so that a singledaemon ould serve both. That didn't happen (and is unlikely to ever happen) but I suppose it was anie aim. Unfortunately it also led to some rather strange bit twiddling and name enoding in NBT.That is often the prie you pay for ompatibility.The knowledge that DNS and NBT share the same paket format probably doesn't help you muhreally. In so many other ways they are very di�erent. Uniast NBT (known as WINS) does use aentral server but doesn't take advantage of the hierarhy system that DNS has. As originally deployedWINS was really used on small WANS with maybe a few hundred to a few thousand omputers. Thesesmall sales are ruial to understanding a rather nasty design aw in WINS, it has a at name spae!With so few systems it is easy to hoose a di�erent name for eah omputer on the network so thedesigners/implementors deided to use the domain �eld (the bit after the dot in the omputers name)to divide administratively separate sets of omputers in suh a way that two omputers with a di�erentdomain an't talk to eah other at all. They just don't see eah other on the network. They alsoalled the �eld a \sope" instead of a domain to di�erentiate its meaning a bit. This allowed peopleto have two omputers alled FRED on the same network without their names olliding and withoutrequiring users to navigate their way through a tree like struture. The downside is that WINS istotally hopeless for really large WANS (like the Internet). Imagine the �ght over who gets the nameWWW!There is one other really big di�erene between WINS and DNS. WINS (and of ourse NBT) hasthe notion of \name types". This is really just the 16th (and last) harater in the name but it playsa ruial role in how the whole system hangs together. The name type basially says what purposethe name has. For example type 0x1D is the \master browser" type and is used by a omputer thatollates names on a LAN so that everyone an quikly work out who is out there at any one time.Type 0x03 is the \user" type whih is registered so that logged in users an be ontated by utilitiessuh as WinPopUp. There are lots more but you probably get the idea already.The fat that name types play suh an important role in NBT is what makes it so hard to mapDNS onto WINS. Lots of people suggest doing a simple DNS->WINS mapping (and Samba an in fatdo this) but don't realize that this brings with it the problem of what you do with name types. Oftenthere are two names whih di�er only by their name type, so how do you work out whih is whereusing DNS?Ok, so why do people talk so muh about WINS? The big thing that WINS gives you that broadastNBT doesn't have is the ability to operate somewhat reasonably aross subnet boundaries. The fatthat WINS uses point-to-point (I also all it uniast) ommuniations means that IP routers anhandle it and you don't have to bridge your entire network. That is a big win. Is there anythingmuh else to WINS? Not really. In fat the �rst implementation of WINS I did for Samba was totallyaidental! The NBT daemon in Samba (onfusingly alled nmbd) just didn't bother heking the bits2



in the paket that say whether it is a uniast or a broadast. Then when WINS started beoming usedon Samba networks people wrote to me to say that it worked great as a WINS server. At the timeI hadn't even heard of the name WINS so I was a bit onfused but after I saw some sni�s I realizedwhat was happening. nmbd was just sending bak reply pakets to the originating omputer and theywere being aepted (perfetly orretly) as though the whole thing was happening with broadasts.Before leaving UDP/137 I should mention one �nal peuliarity. The omputer names are \om-pressed", or at least that is what it is alled in RFC1001/1002. The ompression system isn't the mosteÆient that has ever been invented, in fat it doubles the length of all names! Maybe ompressionrefers to the fat that it redues the alphabet size from a 8 bit range to a 4 bit range. Eah harateris split into two 4 bit nibbles and is added to 'A' then the whole lot is onatenated. This ertainlymakes the names look strange in a sni� but it does mean that the \ompressed" names are legal DNSnames. I've never atually found a ase where this has been important so maybe the designers tookthe notion of DNS ompatibility a bit too far.5 NBT on UDP/138Enough about port 137, I'll now talk a bit about UDP/138, the browsing port. Port 138 is one of theweirdest beasts in the TCP/IP world. It atually has a mixed byte order! This omes from the fatthat the headers are NBT, whih uses the traditional network byte order in order to be ompatiblewith DNS, but the body onsists of SMB transation pakets whih are in Intel byte order reetingtheir heritage. Oh, what fun it is dealing with that in a bit of portable soure ode!Port 138 is used mostly for browsing. As browsing is a over used word I should explain that inthis ase I am referring to the thing you do when you lik on network neighborhood in a Windows95box and it brings up a list of workgroups and omputers in those workgroups. Or at least you hopeit does. This \friendly fae" of Windows networking is a soure of endless frustration for systemadministrators �ghting for some mahine or other to magially appear in that list. I sometimes thinkthere is a market for a \browsing problems 'R us" ompany or even a whole industry.The heart of the problem with browsing is its distributed eletion based nature. It works by havinga omputer on eah network (the loal master browser or LMB) whose job it is to ollate the list ofomputers on that network and make that list available to anyone that asks. This sounds simpleenough until you realize that exatly whih omputer performs this task is deided by an eletionsystem where the omputer with the biggest number wins. That omputer might be your marvelousserver with great uptimes or it might be Fred's omputer with the dodgy ethernet able, the one thatloses half the pakets when Fred leans bak in his hair.There are some heuristis that are used to try to make the eletion somewhat sane, suh aspreferring omputers with later versions of the browsing software, and omputers that have been upfor longer or that have been marked as \preferred master browsers" but it still is a very hit and missa�air. You even �nd situations where two omputers both think they won the eletion whih leads toonsequenes not unlike those for the same situation in human politis.Apart from eletions there are other nasties lurking. After winning an eletion a omputer startslistening for \announe" messages from other browse apable systems so it an ollate them into alist. If that list gets a bit bigger than a poket alulator ould handle the browse master startsappointing deputies to try and spread the load. These deputies also ollate browse lists and one oftheir addresses is given to any omputer that omes along requesting a urrent list of omputers. Theidea is that the load will be spread so that the browse master doesn't get overloaded (hardly likelywith urrent CPU/network ratios!) but the e�et is that you now have not one point of failure butmany. Even worse, the failure is intermittent beause you don't know whih of the deputies (alled abakup master browser) you are going to be referred to. There are some good points to the system,suh as smoother transitions when the master dies, but the deputy system ertainly does make it abit harder to debug. 3



Even if you ope with these problems you will someday be faed with the nastiest of all browsingsetups - ross subnet browsing. This is where you have a single logial workgroup (group of omputers)that are spread over multiple broadast networks so they an ommuniate with uniast pakets butnot broadasts. In that ase eah subnet elets its own master browser whih in turn elets deputiesand you need some way of getting all these separate lists together so users an \see" omputers inother subnets in their browse lists.The problem is that the browsing protools were never really designed for this sort of ross-subnetsetup. The broadast eletion system won't work for multiple subnets, so how do you do it? Thisis where WINS and a thing alled a domain master browser gets in on the at. WINS allows you tohave a entral name server for netbios names, so what happens is that a speially on�gured omputer(the domain master browser, or DMB) registers the name WORKGROUP#1B with the WINS serverand loal master browsers ontat the WINS server to �nd out who the DMB is. Then the LMBs anontat the DMB and arrange to exhange browse lists so that (eventually) all subnets know aboutall other subnets omputers.This sounds OK in theory but an be a real mess in pratie. The �rst stumbling blok is plaed atyour feet ourtesy of Mirosoft marketing deisions. Mirosoft likes selling lots of opies of NT serverso they made sure that it is needed. A Win95 box doesn't know how to ontat a DMB (even as alient) so if it ends up as the LMB then that subnet is e�etively ut o�. Oops. It would have beenreal easy for Mirosoft to inlude DMB lient support in Win95 but then of ourse they would sellfewer opies of NT server. Chalk one up for marketing madness. The result is that you need eithera NT server or a Samba server on eah subnet to do ross subnet browsing (at least if you do it theway Mirosoft intended, Samba has a few extra triks that allow it to work without a server on eahsubnet).Even if you do have a DMB-lient apable mahine on eah subnet and make sure it beomes theLMB you are not out of the woods yet. You have to ontend with the problem that the protoolonly allows the LMB to ontat the DMB for its own workgroup, not any other workgroups in yourorganizations. So if you have di�erent workgroups for ACCOUNTING and ADMIN then the DMBsneed some way to talk to eah other or you will never see a workgroup list ontaining both workgroups.Unfortunately that bit of the protool (whih would have been very easy to do) has been left outompletely. Oops again! The only way it an work is if there happens to be a subnet somewhere inyour organization where both workgroups oexist. Then the two LMBs will notie eah other the twoworkgroups will magially start to see eah other.For Samba we have added a simple extension to make this a slightly less hit and miss a�air butas NT doesn't support our extension you would have to use Samba as the DMB for eah workgroup.By now you should be thoroughly onfused, so I'll move onto the main ourse in the NBT suite.6 SMB on TCP/139The real ation with the SMB protool happens on TCP port 139. That is where �le and print sharinghappens and other large transfers (suh as browse list synhronizations) are done.Unlike that other major �le sharing protool for Unix systems, NFS, SMB on TCP/139 is aomplex protool. Whereas NFS has a dozen or so ommands that an be sent over the network SMBhas hundreds. In fat there are so many possible SMB ommands and sub-ommands that no onereally knows the full extent of the protool. This happens beause the protool inludes a ouple of\extension pak" subprotools (alled transations) whih an ontain huge numbers of subommands,most of whih are undoumented and whih grow every time you stare at them arefully. Unravelingthe most important of these has been one of the more time onsuming tasks the Samba Team has hadto deal with.The other notable thing about the �le sharing part of SMB is all the PCisms that it has and theway it has been added onto with eah new development in the Windows world. The protool shows4



very little in the way of foresight, instead having things like 8.3 names mixed up with speial exeptionases to the semantis for any �les ending in .exe or .sym. It is not a pretty protool.It does have some good features though. The idea of paket haining, where you an paste togethertwo requests (suh as open and read) into one paket and get the seond part to use the result of the�rst is really very good as it has the potential to save on lots of lateny. It is just a pity that ommonimplementations (ie. Windows lients) don't take advantage of this sort of thing muh and insteaduse ten pakets where one would suÆe.7 SMB authentiationBefore I go o� on too muh of a SMB bashing expedition I should take a detour and atually tell yousomething that might ome in handy. The thing that omes to mind is the di�erene between userand share level seurity in SMB and why neither is what you probably want, despite the fat thatthey are the only hoies available.When a lient onnets to a SMB server with the intention of aessing some �les or perhaps aprinter it �rst goes through a negotiation stage where the lient and server agree on what SMB dialetthey will talk and what seurity model they will use. The seurity model is the most interesting thing.There are basially two hoies, \user level" seurity and \share level" seurity. The \modern" hoieis user level seurity.The hoie (whih is made by the server, not the lient) determines whether the protool has thenotion of a username for authentiation and when the lient sends the password. If the server hoosesshare level seurity then it is telling the lient that aess to resoures is ontrolled by password onlyand that the lient need not send a username at all if it doesn't want to.If the server hooses user level seurity then the server is saying that the lient must �rst login tothe server with a valid username/password before the server will allow aess to any resoures at all.One the login (alled a session setup) is done then the lient an assume that it will have aess toall resoures without needing to send any further authentiation information for individual resoures.The problems start when you look at when information is made available to the server with thetwo seurity models. With share level seurity the lient never sends a username at all (unless itdeides that it wants to) so interfaing with standard username/password based seurity systems is abit triky to say the least. With user level seurity the login is done before the lient tells the serverwhat resoure (or resoures) it wants to aess so the server needs to send a yes/no answer withouttaking info aount the desired resoure.So if you want users to authentiate themselves for their home diretories but also want some userswithout server aounts to be able to get to guest resoures then you are out of luk. The protoolwill �ght you all the way until you �nally admit defeat and setup two virtual servers, one in sharelevel seurity for guest aess and the other in user level seurity for home diretories.Whih brings us to another bit of ranting and raving. Early on the Samba Team realized thatthis guest/user type of aess was an important thing to have working so we made it easy to setupvirtual servers with di�erent seurity parameters and with multiplexing based on the name of theserver. Mirosoft didn't have this faility so when they started a revamp of the protool (whih is stillunderway) they deided to leave out an essential piee of the protool (the session request where thelient sends the server name to the server). Our protests were largely ignored and it looks like thisfaility will be lost. So muh for the CIFS e�ort to ollaboratively develop this protool.8 The futureBy now you will have probably guessed that I am not atually a great fan of this protool despite (orbeause of!) having spent several years working with it as part of the Samba Team. The protool is5



still developing, however, and some of the developments aren't too bad. You should really look at thearhive of the CIFS list for details but I'll give a rough outline here.� no-netbios operation. netbios, the bit of the protool that gives us those silly ompressed namesand the at name spae, is being srapped. This is de�nitely a good thing as long as we don'tlose any important failities (suh as virtual servers) in the bargain. It is being replaed withLDAP whih by all aounts seems to be a muh better solution.� kerberos authentiation. The hallenge response authentiation in SMB is really not very good.Apart from gaping holes resulting from poor design hoies and bad implementations it also isa one-o� system that �ts in only in the Mirosoft world. It needs replaing. The CIFS solutionis a kerberos based system and another negotiation setion in SMB to handle it. Although thissounds good on the surfae there are some downsides. First o�, it sounds like there will be littlebits of Mirosoft proprietary data in the kerberos stream so it might be triky to be ompletelyompliant. We'll see. The real problem, however, is that it one again relies on a speialist bakend seurity database. I pushed quite a bit for a publi key based system whih ould interfaeto any existing seurity bakend but without any suess. Pity.� signed and enrypted traÆ. It looks like a few years will see SMB being paket signed andenrypted. That ould be good if it is done well (that would be a �rst for a Mirosoft designedseurity system!) but ould also make things triky for non-Mirosoft servers.� new port number. To support the netbios-less operation the protool will move to a new portnumber. Mirosoft pushed really hard for it to be a port number above 1024 whih would havebeen a seurity nightmare but lukily sense �nally prevailed and a low port number was hosen.Let's hope the new port number also heralds a new leaner attitude to the development of thisprotool.9 ConlusionThis paper turned into a bit more of a rant and rave than I �rst intended, but maybe that is a goodthing. I hope it gives a few system administrators some insight into how SMB works underneath andwhere some of the weaknesses are.If you want more info then go to http://samba.org/ and follow your nose. You should be able to�nd lots of reading material from there.
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